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The Presumed Antislavism of Engels

Introductiotr

In Revolution and counter-reyolulion in Germany, Engels harshly criticises
the nationalistic movements of Slavic peoples that exploded during the 1848

Revolutions. For those opinions, Engels has been charged of anti-slavism,
that is ofjudging ,,inferior" the Slavic peoples and of having foreseen the

failure oftheir attempts to form national stätes.

Many Marxists have objected this critique. F. Mehring note that Engels' arti-
cles have probably been modified by the head-editor ofthe ,,New York Daily
Tribune"l. He also aIlirm that Engels had secret reasons in support of his
anti-slavic opinions, e.g. to attack the Russian autocracy. K. Kaus§2 under-
lines on the contrary that Engels' discourse didn't concem the Slavic peoples

in general.

However tlese, like many other similar evaluations of the positions of
Engels, don't deny his ,,anti-slavism" but they attempt to understand its rea-

sons, and thus to ,Initigate it". Even nowadays, almost all Marxists still be-

lieve that in the above quoted text as well as elsewhere, Engels argued

against Slavic nationalism because he despised the race.

If that were the case, the presumed racism of Engels ought to be extended to

Marx, since it was Marx himself who asked his friend to write the articles on
the German Revolution on his behalf, and they appeared under his name on
the American newspaper. Even if Marx never read them, he must have

thought that Engels would have analysed and valued the revolutions not very
differently from how he would have done, i. e. he must have been convinced
that the theoretical conceptions of Engels were, if not identical, at least very
close to his own.
In fact, Marx and Engels had elaborated a new way for interpreting history -
historical materialism - together, in Brussels in 1845; and again together they
had expounded tlre same conception in the Manifesto in 1848. How could
Engels, speaking about the revolutionary movement of the 1848 only three

I Franz Mehring r(arl Marr, Getchichte seines Leben.2 fn the,,Preface" to the German edition ofthe Engels' book.
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years after, change his ideas completely, abandon the principles of historical
materialism and convince himself that the history is made by,people§'and
rot by class-struggles? Before believing in Engels' anti-slavism, we must
thus ask ourselves the following question: which is the relationship between
a materialistic-historical and a nationalistic conception of ,people"?
There is no point in denying that above all the ) V article of Revolution and
counter-revolution in Germany contains disparaging affirmations about
Slavic populations as well as about other races, yet it must be understand that
affrrmations like this:

[ganze Gebeit östlich der Elbe und der Saale] und daß es deshalb das
natürliche unvermeidliche Schicksal dieser sterbenden Nationen war,
diesen Proceß der Auflösungn und Aufsaugung durch ihre stärkeren
Nachbam sich vollenden zu lassen.3

are not determined by a racial prejudice, but derive from historical material-
ism's specific conception of,,people". To answer this question, it is crucial to
keep in mind that the articles that compose tle book are connected and some
of them are used to describe the class composition ofthe national societies at
the beginning ofRevolution from the point ofview ofhistorical materialism.

The non-existence ofa general anti-slavism in Engels

Before facing the problem, we must notice, as Kautskij sustains, that Engels
never speaks about ,,all" Slavic peoples, but only about the inhabitants of a

territory with a mixed population which is included between the Elba, the
Saale and the Bohemian forest. The afürmations on the ,dying nationalitl'
concem only the inhabitants of these territories in 1848. Any generalisation
to all Slavic peoples is arbitrary, as Engels' judgement about Poland clearly
shows: he sustains that the Polish nation is reconshuctable only whitin an
historical and cultural unity, the principal - but not the only - conditions of
which are: ,,the number of the population and the compactness of the terri-
toI1l'l. In the first place Engels judges the nationalistic claims of Polish peo-
ple from this point of view:

[...] war es ganz natürlich, daß die Polen ohne weiteres die Wiederher-
stellung ihres Staates innerhalb der Grenzen der alten polnischen Re-
publik vor 1772 forderten. Zwar war diese Grenze als Trennrmgslinie
zwischen der deutschen und polnischen Nationalität shon zu jener Zeit
überholt und entsprach ihr mit fortscbreitender Germanisierung von Jahr

3 K. Marx,rF. Engels, Wetke,B^nd S,Dietzyerlag, Berlin 1960, S. 81 (MEW)a MEw 8, s,81.
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zu Jahr immer weniger; [...] ganze Landstriche, hauptsächlich von Deut-

schen bewohnt, [...] völlig deutsche Städten.5

ln these territories, that in antiquity were inhabited only by the Polish people,

but which today are populated by Slavic as well as by Germans, it is not any

longer possible to pose the problem of the reconstruction of a Slavic state,

because it would mean:

[...] aber können sie erwaxten, die Geschichte werde um tausend Jahre

zurückschreiten, einigen schwindsüchtigen Völkerschaften zuliebe, die

auf den von ihnen bewohnten Gebieten überall mitten unter Deutschen

undin deutscher Umgebung leben.6

Besides, showing not to be driven by anti-slavism, Engels extends his coura-
geous, but hard critique, to many other nationalities which are completely

different from the Slavic race:

[...] wie die Walliser in England, die Basken in Spanien, die Niederbre-

tonen in Frankreich und in jüngerer Zeit die spanischen und fran-
zösischen Kreolen in den neuerdings von den Angloamerikanem besetz-

ten Teilen Nordamerikas.T

People of Slavic or Haitian race are not the objective of his critique. Engels

wants to underline that allowing these nationalities to form national States

would mean ,,to make demote the history of thousand years." This judgement

relates historical-maGrialism to all the terms reported on behalf of nationali-
ties: he ties the ,,peoples" into the complex knot of relationships which he

and Marx called the ,,way ofproduction"8.

People, classes and history

The theories that affirm rights of the ,,peoples", show that they don't know
how to interpret the history of men, because the peoples have since antiquity
practised a ,rnixture", both of racial and of social conditions. The ,,historical
rights ofa people" is a concept that has been elaborated only recently, an idea

that ancient peoples did not worry about, and its ,,infringement" (invasions,

emigrations, conquests, etc.) have been a normal praxis, wherein the social

and cultural development of humanity has germinated. Generally, contacts

5 MEw 8, s. 51.6 ww t, s. 8t.? l"ßw 8, s. 8o-81.6 For the corcept of,,way of production' as it is used in this afücle, s€e ,,The coocept of
structure in The German ideologl', rn,,Beiffige frü Marx-Engels Forschung N. F.

1997", Argumcnt Ve ag,Ilamburg 1988,S.61-72.
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between different races were not accompanied by the violence, that oddty
enough, has shown itself more often, and with a major bloodshed, only in re-
cent centuries.

All ofus would avoid violence, and its use makes us reflect upon the ,,ideal..
pretensions oftlose who talk about liberty on one side, and yet keep on kill-
ing, but, what would have happened if the American continent had not be-
come a place of immigration and ofEuropean invasions? Ifthe Incas first and
the Redskins afterwards, both populations which nowadays are ,dying and
wasted away from consumption", had not entered in the bloodthirsty contact
with the Europeans? The cultural, social and scientific development of the
humanity would not have reached tlle actual level without the ancient con-
quests, like those of the Greeks and the Romans, and the modern invasions,
like the European invasion of America, despite all the damages that they pro-
voked in the autoctonous populations, and despit€ the dominion - surely
worse t}lan the Roman one in the ancient world - that the persons nowadays
in charge impose upon the entire world. A humanity separated and isolated in
small countries whose inhabitants never enter in contact with each others
limits the needs of men and their urge to do better, while contacts, be they
violent or peaceful, modifr the peoples as to what regards both their race and,
above all, the conditions and social relations in which they live.
However, despite the millennial mixture between racesJ and the continuous
transformation of social conditions, we continue to use the term ,,people..
even for t}re U.S. citizens, originated from a mixture of peoptes already
mixed, and to vindicate the national independence of States belonging to the
former USSR whose local population is married to the Russian immigrant
and whose children are again ,,rnixed... Beyond the judgement on these appli-
cations, the analysis ofthe historical-social situation of territories, such as ex
Yugoslavia or the north of Italy, Canadian euebec or Indian punjab, makes
us legitimately doubt that nationalistic claims hide other inGrests, probably
the same but conflicting ones as those who don,t want to grant national inde-
pendence.

Obviously there is no need to abolish the term ,people.,, rather there is a
theoretical necessity to develop and speciS the term, to distinguish its inter-
nal components in order to gain a deeper understanding of the actions of
men: such is the intent ofhistorical materialism, and this is also the objective
of Engels. It is not a presumed ,,pan-Germanism,, that induce Engels to ex-
press ,,antislavic" judgements, but the materialistic-historical question;
which is the relationship between the nationalities and the way, or tle ways,
of production in the territory just mentioned?
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Ilistorical materialism and §pes of class struggles

To answer this question we have to keep in mind tlat historical materialism
allows the comprehension of an articulated relationship, made of contasts
and alliances, between social formations:
l) antagonism between the classes within an unique way ofproduction
2) antagonism between different ways ofproduction:

a) within a nation
b) among nations in which different ways ofproduction are dominant
c) among nations in which similar ways ofproduction are dominant

The antagonism between classes and between different ways of production

are obviously connected, yet they are not identical. They differ significantly
because the second kind of antagonism theoretically marks the ,,passing"
from a way ofproduction to another and thus show, in contrast with the first,
an alliance between the dominant and dominated classes that only afterwards,
i.e. as soon as the new way of production has asserted a social level, will
evolve in antagonism.
The antagonism between different ways of production is today less actual (in
Europe, but not in the world! ) than in 1848, and it has been stressed less than
the one between classes, but it is not less important because t}lis concept
theoretically represent a secular process that sees the presence, on each level
of socie§, of two ways of production, and a continuous shift in their power
relation. In the long process of transformation, the class that dominates the

emergent way of production conducts its battle tkough an alliance with the

dominated class, with the objective to take the place of the class that domi-
nates the adveßary way of production, and the whole society. This alliance
will slowly turn in contrast first and antagonism later, as soon as the new way
of production will begin to extend itself and thus increase its social strength.

These complex relations among social formations are expressed with clari§,
even if shortly, in the Manifesto:

Auf dieser Stufe bekämpfen die Proletarier also nicht ihre Feinde, son-

dem die Feinde ihrer Feinde, die Reste der absoluten Monarchie, die

Grundeigentümer, die nichtindustriellen Bourgeois, die Kleinbürger.e

and they have widely used by Marx in The capital, in the chapter on ,,The
original accumulation" that concems the transformation &om the feudal to
the bourgeois way of production.

e K. Marx,rF. Engels, lkrke, Band 4,Diez\erlag, Berlin 1959, S.470.
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It is not the direct struggle between its dominated (the serves of the glebe)
and dominant (the noble), classes (or rather its ,,ranks") but a long and com-
plex course of events that produces the defeat of the feudal way of produc-
tion. The conaast starls with the serves' escaping from their labour, tum in
feudal conditions, toward new kinds of works that start developing in some
towns. The first moment ofthe tuming is the transformation of the serves in
masters and apprentices that takes place towards the end of the Middle Ages
in some Italian towns. In that moment an alternative way of production
doesn't yet existr0, but there are only some new social activities that are added
to the precedent division of labour. There is no contrast because it is the
dominant class, the aristocracy, that requires those services; in fact they are

the first ,,customers" ofthe people that in future will be called bourgeois: ar-
tisans, dealers and usurers that deal with luxury goods. The new articulations
of the division of labour expands only because it satis§ the demands of the
dominant class, the only individuals able to pay for the new products.
Yet, as soon as the development of social needs, determined by the new so-
cial activities, has expanded widely enough, the new bourgeois consider that
their development is limited by the social dominion of feudalism. At this
point the precedent alliance begins to change, creating a long and articulated
social clash that involves nobles and serves of t}re glebe against bourgeois
and proletariansll.
In 1848, the middle class did not defeat its adversary. On the contrary, Man
and Engels believe that only in England the middle class dominates without
being opposed. On the continent the bourgeois are strong only in France,
whilst they are still under the political dominion of the aristocrats in the rest
of Europe, even if in each nation they are fighting against the feudal power,
however fiom different levels ofsocial power:

Zunächst, welches war der Zustand Deutschlands bei Ausbruch der
Revolution? [...] Während in England und in Frankreich eine mächtige,
reiche, in großen Städten und namentlich in der Hauptstadt konzentrierte
Bourgeoisie den Feudalismus völlig vemichtet oder wenigstens, wie in
dem erstgenannten Lande, auf einige wenige, bedeutungslose äußere
Formen reduziert hatte, war dem Feudaladel in Deutschland ein großer

'o The indiridual making new activities begin ro recognise themselves as class only when
they both lace material relationships among themselves and need to unite for fighting a
common enemy. At this point they begin also ro distinguish their origins and to vindi-
cate their differences as regards as the dominant class.

" In addition to the Manifesto, the important role of this allianc€ appea$ sinc€ ihe first
pages ofthe Marx texts about the 1848 in French.
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Teil seiner alten Privilegien erhalten geblieben. Fast überall herrschte

noch das System des feudalen Grundbesitzes. Die Grundherren hatten

sogar die Gerichsbarkeit über ihren Gutsbesirk behalten.12

In this way Engels describes the situation of Europe, dedicating the entire

fißt article of Revolution and counter-revolution in Germany lo the analysis

of the power relationships between the bourgeois and the feudal way of pro-

duction, of the composition and the relative strength of classes and national

ways of production the revolutionary movements of which he will expose

afterwards.
In order to reconstruct the Engels' position on the problem of nationalities,

we thus have to consider his position on this kinds ofantagonism.

Ways of production, nationalisms and revolution

\n Revolution and counter-revolution in Germany, Engels is concerned with
the territories of center and eastem Europe. Mainly Germany and Austria,

followed by Hungary, Poland, and finally by the territory included among the

rivers Elba and Saale and the Bohemian forest, inhabited by Czechs, Bohe-

mians and Moravs, that is, by Slavic ethnic groups. Each time he introduces a

new nation or territory, he puts forth an analysis based on the historical ma-

terialism: in the first article he describes the general social conditions of
Europe as well as of Germany; in the forth those of Austria and in the eighth

he looks at Polish, as well as the Czech and Bohemian territories.

Ifa certain territory is shaken by a national movement, one needs to examine

first of all whether the conditions ofthis claim exist:

Die ganze östliche Hälfte Deutschlands bis zur Elbe, zur Saale und zum

Böhmerwald ist bekanntlich im Verlauf der letzten tausend Jarhe den

slawischen Stämmer, die dort eingedrungen waren, wieder abgerungen

worden. [...] Anders verhält es sich aber längs der ganzen Grenze des

ehemaligen Polens und in den Läindem tschechischer Sprache, in Böh-
men und Mährcn. Hier sind die beiten Nationalit.äten in jedem Bezirk
gemischt, wobei die Städte in der Regel mehr oder weniger deutsch

sind; auf dem platten Lande herrscht das slawische Element vor, aber

auch dort wird es infolge des ständigen Vordringens des deutschen Ein-
flusses allmfilich zerseta und zurückgedrängt.t3

Engels notices that, in the considered territory, the nationalities are mixed

and he foresees that the number of Germans will continue to increase. This

12 MEw B, s. ?

'' l'ßw 8, s. 49.
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forecast will proofto be wrong, because at the end ofthe century, as Kautskij
supports, the population ofPrague is ,,almost entirely Slavic... However in his
forecast Engels is not driven by the anti-slavism but he base himselfupon the
historical analysis of the development of a phenomenon that invert the ten-
dency shown till 1848.

But, in 1848, there is no base for the nationalistic claim of Slavic. tn Ifre
German ideologt Marx and Engels put forth their view that there is a differ-
ence between the reasons for which individuals struggle and the conscience
that they have ofthese reasons. Engels simply apply this principle to the case
in question:

Die Eroberungen des Feudaladels zwischen Elbe und Oder und die feu-
dalen Kolonien der kriegerischen Ritterorden in preußen und Livland
legten nur das Fundament für ein weit umfassenderes, wirksameres
System der Germanisierung durch das kommerzielle und industrielle
Btügertum, das in Deutschland wie im übrigen Westeuropa seit dem
l5.Jahrhundert zu sozialer und politischer Bedeutrmg aufstieg.ra

The German-feudal way of production, that contains ,,bourgeois.. elements,
brings these ,,elements of civilisation.. to the similarly feudal, but more
backward, East. In exactly the sarne way that Marx writes about the English
dominion of India, Engels supports the progress promoting function of the
rapacious middle class, the dominant class of the emergent way of produc_
tion, that is allied with the aristocracy in Germany, being thus atready
,,polluted" by these social functions, contrarily to its counterpart in the east-
em nations,

Das war, wenn auch im geringeren Grade, im ganzen Osten Europas der
Fall. Der Handwerker, der kleine Krämer, der kleine Fabrikant ist in
Petersbug, in Budapest, in Jassi und selbst in Kostantinopel bis auf den
eutigen Tag ein Deutscher, während der Geldverleiher, der Schankwirt,
der Hausierer [...] in den allermeisten Fällen ein Jude ist dessen Mutter_
sprache ein schauderhaft verdorbenes Deutsch ist.15

This is the relationship between nationality and way of production. In these
countries, like in many other situations, the division of social labour has de_
veloped through the immigration of individuals of precise nationalities.
Engels' analysis is not concemed with the ethnic characteristics of the peo_
ples, but with the relationship between the nationalities that exist in a teri_
tory and the specific work they do within social division oflabour. In fact:

ro llEw 8, s. 49-io
rs lr,ßw 8, s. 50.
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Die Slawen, namentlich die Wesslawen (Polen und Tschechen), sind im

wesentlichen ein Volk von Ackerbauem; Handel und Industrie standen

bei ihnen niemals in besonderem Ansehen. Daraus ergab sich, daß mit

dem Anwachsen der Bevölkerung und dem Entstehen von Stäten in die-

sen Gegenden die Herstellung aller Industrieartikel in die Hände deut-

scher Einwanderer fiel und daß der Austausch dieser Waren gegen

landwirtschaftliche Erzeugnisse das ausschließliche Monopol der Juden

wurde, [...]r6
The arrival of new peoples, bringing new social labour, modifies the practical

and mental habits: this is the fimction ofthe Germans in the Czech and Polish

territories, but not in Germany, where the big majority of individuals are still

serves of the glebe, as Engels confirms in the first article. Therefore the Ger-

mans, in the ,,miserable German conditions", are backward as to what regards

the French and the English (that is: Germany is still dominated by the feudal

way of production), and as regards to their fellow countrlrnen emigrated to

Slavic countries, where they represent the fust nucleus of the bourgeois way

of production.

The German expansion isn't based upon the strength of the race, but on the

development of the bourgeois way of production within German feudalism,

that is being ,,exported", and thus has a civiliser function, upon backward

state of development of the Eastem European feudalism. Similarly to Marx,

Engels attributes the process of human civilisation, in the actual historical

phase, to the middle class and to the establishment of its way of production.

A suffocation of the bourgeois elements would thus imply a regress, a reac-

tion, and the restoration of completely feudal conditions. It would mean ,,to

make demote the history of thousand years." The relationship between struc-

hue and overstructure has fixed immediately after:

[...] nach dem deutschen Kauftnann und Handwerker, begann der deut-

sche Geistliche, der deutsche Schulmeister der deutsche Gehlerte sich

aut slawischem Boden, niedemrlassen.rT

The process of immigration into those territories has nothing to do with racial

aversion, but simply with the claims of those nationalities that, in the mixed

teritories defined by Engels, try to shift the equilibrium between the feudal

and the bourgeois way of production in favour ofthe frst, trying in the same

time to make the economic-social development of those teritories regless. If
the nationalistic claims ofthe Slavic peoples in these territories were success-

16 MEw 8t' MEw 8
50
50
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fuI, the relationship between the social power of the Slavic and German
(together with the Jews) would be modi$ in favour of the first, which would
imply a retum to the complete hegemony of feudalism; the consequences
would probably be the expahiation or the imposition of chains on the devel-
opment ofthe activities run by the German and Jewish populations. The share
of the Slavic movement in the counter-revolution is the demonstration that
their nationalism is rooted in the feudal way ofproduction:

Daher prallte die panslawistische Welle, unter der sich überall in den
slawischen Gegenden Deutschlands und Ungams das Streben nach
Wiederhentellung der Unabhängigkeit all dieser ungezählten kleinen
Nationen verbarg, überall mit der revolutionliren Bewegung Europas

^§ammen; 
und mochten die Slawen auch vorgeben, für die Freiheit zu

kämpfen, so waren sie doch (mit Ausnahme des demokratischen Teils
der Polen) unwandelbar auf seiten des Despotismus und der Reakion zu
hnden.l8

The Slavic movement did in fact end up in tlre services of the reactionary
power, promoting the interests of the Russian feudal way of production; de-
spite their ideal pretensions: but are men to be judged for what they think
about themselves or for what do they really do? Never a ruler or military
leader acknowledged that he supported a war in order to favour the way of
production he politically or militarily represents, and yet, unfortunately
enough, that has been the case too many times; and each time, each one of
them, on each side ofthe barricade, stated to fight for the liberty, the retigion
or the oppressed nationality itself.

Conclusion

'8 Msw 8, s. gl

Beyond the Ianguage that undoubtedly is as superficial as the time that
Engels dedicated to writing the articles was short, his judgements on the
Slavic and German populations have nothing to do with their race, but derive
from the materialistic conception of the history. Each time Engels uses the
term ,,German" for the people living in the territory included between the
Elba, the Oder and the Bohemian forest, he means ,dealer or industrial. and
he judges him for this activity, valued progressive as to the servitude of the
glebe.

He judges the German populations are to be considered the bourgeois core
wedged in a feudal way of production far more backward than the German
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one. Their defeat or their victory doesn't concem the nationality which they

belong to, but they are evaluated exclusively in relation to the way of pro-

duction tlat, in a precise moment and in a precise territory, is more progres-

sive than any other.

Certainly Engels could have analysed the composition of classes and llac-

tions of the Slavic movement more thoroughly. Also, he could have reflected

further on the connection between the struggle for national liberation and de-

velopment of the social power of the middle class; often t}le movements of
national liberation can in fact be interpreted as movements promoted by the

middle class trying to obtain autonomy in the provinces of the feudal domin-

ion in which it is strong, transforming them in nations they could govern; but

the fundarnental connection between peoples, nationalisms and ways of pro-

duction surely did not escape Engels, whilst it seems to be lost in his critics.

Das ist allerdings keine sehr schmeichelhafte Aussicht für den nation-

alen Ehrgeiz der panslawistischen Schwäirmer, die es fertiggebracht,

einen Teil der Böhmen und Südslawen in Bewegung zu setzen; aber

können sie erwarten, die Geschichte werde um tausend Jahre zurück-

schreiten, einigen schwindsüchtigen Völkerschaften zuliebe, [...] ?'e

Through the idea of nationalism the social formations dominating the feudal

way ofproduction conduct a real struggle against the bourgeois elements pre-

sent in their teritory.

I believe that today too, many nationalistic claims could be interPreted in the

light of the relationships, traced by the historical materialism, between na-

tionality and their particular activity, even if the social conditions have

changed. Today the bourgeois way of production is still struggling to take the

place of local ways of production in the Third world, but it is dominating in

large part of the Western world, and here it does provoke clashes among its

intemal components, his,,fractions": the small bourgeois against the mo-

nopolies; the banlers against the industrialists; and, above all, clashes de-

terminated by competition, because the principal enemy of each capitalistic

individual is always his closest relative, the one t]lat produces the same kind

of goods.

Beyond all easy generalisation, though, we certainly have to analyse each

situation in which nationalistic - or other ideal - claims are developing, and

only after a thorough study ofhistorical materialism as well as of the concrete

situation we shell be able to sketch conclusions like the one I propose in this

re 1.,,ßw 8, s. 50
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writing. But looking for this kind of relationships is a task which the follow-
ers ofthe Marx' and Engels' thought can not refuse, because ifthe historical
materialism should ever be doubted as a theory capable of interpreting the
history (and thus it must proof is ability each time), it must be equally
doubted ofany other theories as well as of any other,,ideal reasons,, that eve_

ryone has ,,material inGrest" to declare publicly as motive ofhis real action.

Author: Giovanni Libretti, via Confalonieri 15,20124 Mitano,Italy.


